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Transient orcas are a common sight in Monterey Bay. However, the L-pod are among the southern resident killer whales who's
traditional hunting .... The orca pod regrouped, and Gretta watched as they came at the calf, now tiring, ... and she had seen what
was a rare sight in these waters, a full pod of orcas, .... Sky Dancing - A Rare Sight. Published August 26, 2019. Download. Add
to queue. Copy URL. Show notes. Escape the daily grind and immerse yourself in the .... Whale watchers experience a rare orca
encounter off the Southern California ... enjoyed an encounter with a pod of orcas on Sunday afternoon.. He is a male from the
mating pod charged with protecting the mother and baby. ... “A mother pushing its baby above the water is a very rare sight for
us,” he says.. RARE SIGHT: A pod of dolphins was spotted off the coast of Laguna Beach, California. About 100 dolphins
hung out for about 25 minutes.. Rare sight: Dozens rush to help beached whales on St. Simons Island ... the whole pod would try
to beach again to stick with the one that was .... Kayakers blown away by rare sight of killer whale pod in the Tauranga Harbour.
A huge fin and a moment of panic turned into a once in a lifetime opportunity .... Max and his posse looked across the pod at
them and laughed amongst ... much like the screens inside the hull that simulated the view, but this was a rare sight.. Pod of
Sperm Whales a Rare Sight. The whales were seen west of Long Beach on Wednesday afternoon, mid-channel between Point
Fermin and Catalina .... Whale watchers aboard the boat Triumphant enjoyed an encounter with a pod of orcas on Sunday
afternoon .... A rare sight ... I saw this little 'chimni' (as it is known in Marathi) perched on a bajra pod to feed, and couldn't
resist capturing it,” said Sandeep.. Sperm whales sleep together in a pod facing up in the water. From bioGraphic : Photographer
Franco Banfi and his fellow divers were following this pod of.. An orca pod from the Pacific Northwest showed up in Monterey
Bay for the first time ever, and they wasted no .... ... this past weekend when tourists were treated to a spectacular and rare sight
as a pod of at least 15 orcas made its way through Walker Bay.. Orca pod makes rare appearance in Vancouver's False Creek.
Visitors to Vancouver's False Creek were treated to a rare sight Wednesday, when a pod of orcas swam into the city's most inner
waterway.. Finding an orca pod is rare enough, with encounters happening only a handful of times each year. But there was
something special they noticed when they got near the killer whales – identified as 11 Bigg's transients – a baby that stood out
from the rest, almost white in hue when the sun hit it just right.. RARE SIGHT: A pod of dolphins was spotted off the coast of
Laguna Beach, California this past weekend .... ... orcas wow Monterey Bay, California, in rare sighting. April 1 ... L pod visited
Monterey Bay, California, on March 31, wowing whale watchers.. One species that will prove difficult to lay your paws on is the
Pod Razorshell (Ensis ... The rare sight of a Razor Clam coming out of its shell – they are often the ... fea0834880 
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